GPC May 2022 – Overview of the changes

In May 2022, the publication of the GPC standard (November 2021 version) will be implemented in GDSN. You will find below the modifications compared to the previous publication:

- The following family was added to segment 50000000 (Food/Beverage/Tobacco):
  - 50390000 (Meat/Fish/Seafood Substitutes) with following classes:
    - 50390100 (Meat Substitutes) with the following existing and new bricks:
      - 10005823 Meat Substitutes - Non Animal Based (Frozen)
      - 10005824 Meat Substitutes - Non Animal Based (Perishable)
      - 10005825 Meat Substitutes - Non Animal Based (Shelf Stable)
      - 10006230 Meat Substitutes Variety Packs
      - 10008244 Meat Substitutes - Animal Based (Frozen)
      - 10008245 Meat Substitutes - Animal Based (Perishable)
      - 10008246 Meat Substitutes - Animal Based (Shelf Stable)
    - 50390200 (Fish Substitutes) with the following new bricks:
      - 10008247 Fish Substitutes - Non Animal Based (Frozen)
      - 10008248 Fish Substitutes - Animal Based (Frozen)
      - 10008249 Fish Substitutes - Non Animal Based (Perishable)
      - 10008250 Fish Substitutes - Animal Based (Perishable)
      - 10008251 Fish Substitutes - Non Animal Based (Shelf Stable)
      - 10008252 Fish Substitutes - Animal Based (Shelf Stable)
      - 10008253 Fish Substitutes Variety Packs
    - 50390300 (Seafood Substitutes) with the following existing and new bricks:
      - 10008107 Seafood Substitutes - Non Animal Based (Shelf Stable)
      - 10008108 Seafood Substitutes - Non Animal Based (Perishable)
      - 10008254 Seafood Substitutes - Non Animal Based (Frozen)
      - 10008255 Seafood Substitutes - Animal Based (Frozen)
      - 10008256 Seafood Substitutes - Animal Based (Perishable)
      - 10008257 Seafood Substitutes - Animal Based (Shelf Stable)
      - 10008258 Seafood Substitutes Variety Packs
  - And classes 50193600 (Meat Substitutes) and 50122600 (Caviar - Imitation) are deleted from this segment

- The definition of following bricks from class 50202600 (Coffee/Coffee Substitutes) has been modified:
  - 10000114 (Coffee - Liquid/Ready to Drink)
  - 10008181 (Coffee Substitutes - Capsules/Pods)
  - 10008182 (Coffee Substitutes - Ground/Infused)
  - 10008183 (Coffee - Liquid/Not Ready to Drink)

- The definition of following bricks from class 50202700 (Tea and Infusions/Tisanes) has been modified:
  - 10000118 (Tea - Liquid/Ready to Drink)
  - 10000119 (Fruit Herbal Infusions/Tisanes - Bags/Loose)
  - 10000210 (Fruit Herbal Infusions/Tisanes - Instant)
  - 10000313 (Fruit Herbal Infusions/Tisanes - Liquid/Ready to Drink)
  - 10008185 (Tea - Liquid/Not Ready to Drink)
  - 10008187 (Fruit Herbal Infusions/Tisanes - Liquid/Not Ready to Drink)
• Following bricks have been added to class 10101700 (Pet Accessories):
  o 10008290 (Pet Leads/Collars/Harnesses (Non Powered))
  o 10008287 (Pet Baskets/Benches/Cushions)
  o 10008288 (Pet Transportation Means)

• Brick 10000397 (Cleaning Aids) is changed into (Cleaning Aids Accessories) and moved to class 47200200 (Cleaning Aids)

• Following bricks have been added to class 47200300 (Laundry and Ironing Aids):
  o 10008277 (Clothes Folder (Non Powered))
  o 10008278 (Clothes Folder (Powered))

• The name of class 51102200 (Baby Treatments) from family 51100000 (Health Treatments/Aids) has been changed to (Baby Treatments/Aids) and following bricks have been added to it:
  ▪ 10008240 (Navel Clamp)
  ▪ 10008241 (Breast Compress)
  ▪ 10008242 (Breast Pump)

• Brick 10008243 (Swaddle Blanket/Wrap Cloth) has been added to family 67050000 and class 67050100 (Protective Wear)

• In class 71010800 (Cycle Sports Equipment) brick 10001811 (Cycles - Replacement Parts) was deleted and following bricks have been added:
  ▪ 10008259 (Cycles Parts - Tyres/Wheels)
  ▪ 10008260 (Cycles Parts - Lighting)
  ▪ 10008261 (Cycles Parts - Saddles & Saddles accessories)
  ▪ 10008262 (Cycles Parts - Bells)
  ▪ 10008263 (Cycles Parts - Brakes)
  ▪ 10008264 (Cycles Parts - Chains)
  ▪ 10008265 (Cycles Parts - Dress Guards/Mudguards)
  ▪ 10008266 (Cycles Parts - Grips)
  ▪ 10008267 (Cycles Parts - Pedals)
  ▪ 10008268 (Cycles Parts - Stands)
  ▪ 10008269 (Cycle Parts - Gear systems)
  ▪ 10008270 (Cycles Parts - Other)
  ▪ 10008271 (Cycles Transport - Children seats)
  ▪ 10008272 (Cycles Transport - Baskets/Crates/Panniers)
  ▪ 10008273 (Cycles Transport - Carriers/Straps)
  ▪ 10008274 (Cycle Accessories - Tools/Tyre Patch Kits)
  ▪ 10008275 (Cycles Accessories - Computers/Navigation Equipment)
  ▪ 10008276 (Cycles Accessories - Other)

• Brick 10008282 (Drinking Bottles) has been added to class 71011900 Sports Equipment Accessories
• Brick 10008280 (Window Cleaners (Powered)) has been added to class 72020400 (Cleaning Appliances)
- Brick 10007011 (Artificial Christmas Tree) has been modified into (Christmas Tree - Artificial (Non Powered)), bricks 10008283 (Christmas Tree - Artificial (Powered)), 10008284 (Christmas Wreath and Garland - Artificial (Non Powered)) and 10008285 (Christmas Wreath and Garland - Artificial (Powered)) have been added to class 75030100 (Ornaments).
- The names and definitions from following bricks have been modified from family 79010000 (Plumbing/Heating/Ventilation/Air Conditioning):
  - 10007610 Air Conduits/Air Conduit Fittings
  - 10008060 Air Conduits Accessories and Replacement Parts
  - 10008009 Connectors - Water, Gas, Central Heating and Air Conduits
  - 10008010 Connectors Accessories/Replacement Parts - Water, Gas, Central Heating
- The following bricks were deleted from class 83010300 (Insulation):
  - 10002455 (Insulation - Rigid Foam Board (Interior))
  - 10005343 (Insulation - Rigid Board (Exterior))
  - 10007960 (Acoustic Insulation - Batts/Rolls/Blankets)
  - 10007961 (Acoustic Insulation - Loose Fill/Spray Foam)
  - 10007962 (Acoustic Insulation - Pipe Lagging/Wrapping)
  - 10007963 (10007963 (Akoestische Isolatie - Stralingsbarrières/Hitteschilden))
  - 10007964 (Acoustic Insulation - Rigid Board (Exterior))
  - 10007965 (Acoustic Insulation Other)
  - 10007966 (Acoustic Insulation Supports/Anchors)
  - 10007967 (Acoustic Insulation Variety Packs)
  - 10007968 (Acoustic Insulation - Rigid Foam Board (Interior))
  - Names and definitions have been modified from following bricks:
    - 10002454 (Insulation - Boards/Rolls/Blankets)
    - 10002456 (Insulation - Loose Fill/Spray Foam)
    - 10002461 (Insulation Variety Packs)
    - 10005342 (Insulation - Radiant Barriers/Heat Shields)
    - 10005733 (Insulation - Pipe Lagging/Wrapping)
    - 10007928 (Vapour Barriers and Insulating Foles)
- Brick 10008279 (Insulation Guns (Non Powered)) has been added to class 80010300 (Masonry/Glass/Tile Tools)
- Brick 10008281 (Metal Components (Dimension/Structural)) has been added to class 83010700 (Structural Components/Assemblies)
- Brick 10008286 (Window Screens – Replacement Parts/Accessories) has been added to class 83010900 (Window Parts/Accessories).
- Brick 10008289 (Carbon Fiber (Formed)) has been added to class 98020100 (Raw Material (Formed)).